ASI Event Music Policy

I. NAME

This document shall be called the ASI Music Policy.

II. PURPOSE

This policy is in effect in order to set guidelines regarding appropriate music at ASI events.

III. DATE OF EFFECTIVENESS

This policy is effective as of 3/4/05 as approved by the ASI Board of Directors through AR 202.

IV. AMENDMENTS

This policy may be amended by a majority vote of the Internal Affairs Committee and the ASI Board of Directors.

V. GUIDELINES

ASI encourages the use of edited cut music at events held outside on campus throughout the weekdays between the hours of 8:00 AM and 8:00 PM

Rationale:
ASI promotes positive and motivational student orientated activities and discourages the use of inappropriate music that incorporates explicit lyrics (curse words and/or racial remarks, etc.) from events on campus which can be heard by individuals in a general vicinity.

Approved ASI Board: 3/4/05 (AR 202)